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Across

1 Rotten hen mixture loses unknown quantity and becomes 
big stinger. (6)

4 Stops to have upward facing mantle plume in ocean. (3,5)

10 Bad dreams about the rig, man gets disorientated. (9)

11 Sounds like an eel within an elephant anointed someone. 
(5)

12 Upended flytrap gives me cause for great celebration. (5)

13 A tent beam takes a knock and causes subsidence. (9)

14 Dave goes in car and finds dead body. (7)

16 Go up concerning grim character. (4)

19 Group of women meet politician who is a big softie. (4)

21 Tuft of hair wont lie flat. (7)

24 Concerning emergency room it ate perhaps. Repeat for 
clarity. (9)

25 I hear gull is crucial head protector. (5)

26 Heads of immature male basketball union expect to be 
inspired with quality. (5)

27 Confused statement in part of bible. (9)

28 Attractive man blew up homed NSA agents. (8)

29 Lone personal trainer dazzled by elementary particle. (6)

Down

1 King and Pawn in Chad personally selected (4-4)

2 Crazed grader at informal fashion industry. (3,5)

3 Bent Rye conceals ingress perhaps. (5)

5 Extraordinary orange oxygen shows presence of common 
herb. (7)

6 King's coarse toilet resembles badly dressed human 
figure. (9)

7 Alumnus had 5th key unknown journalist wanted to 
submit to person of authority. (6)

8 West corner fragments, chocolate maybe. (6)

9 Sounds bizarre to sell goods here. (6)

15 Sky in France shows five distress signal fragments but 
cannot express oneself. (9)

17 Invert posh learner exploded with extremely severe 
disease. (8)

18 Maybe second ketone beginner is needed to hold 
everything up. (8)

20 Pub soldier with medal sees apparition. (7)

21 Credit each corner for wrinkles. (6)

22 In the beginning, hard twisted issues annihilated righteous 
websites. Upon reflection sounds like faith. (6)

23 Nitrogen boils poorly in Capital City. (6)

25 Phoney acres frighten someone. (5)


